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Chaff - Wikipedia Chaff - Grain chaff. In grasses (including cereals such as rice, barley, oats, and wheat), the ripe seed is surrounded by thin, dry, scaly bracts (called
glumes, lemmas and paleas), forming a dry husk (or hull) around the grain. Chaff - definition of chaff by The Free Dictionary chaff - material consisting of seed
coverings and small pieces of stem or leaves that have been separated from the seeds husk , shuck , stalk , stubble , straw bran - broken husks of the seeds of cereal
grains that are separated from the flour by sifting. Chaff (countermeasure) - Wikipedia Modern US Navy RR-144 (top) and RR-129 (bottom) chaff countermeasures
and containers. Note how the strips of the RR-129 chaff (bottom) are of different widths, while those of the RR-144 (top) are all the same width. The RR-144 is
designed to prevent interference with civil ATC radar systems.

chaff | Definition of chaff in English by Oxford Dictionaries Definition of chaff - the husks of corn or other seed separated by winnowing or threshing., worthless
things; rubbish, strips of metal foil released in. Chaff | Definition of Chaff by Merriam-Webster Chaff definition is - the seed coverings and other debris separated
from the seed in threshing grain. How to use chaff in a sentence. Chaff | Define Chaff at Dictionary.com Chaff definition, the husks of grains and grasses that are
separated during threshing. See more.

The Chaff: August 2007 Work related blog for employees (and management) to discuss issues , have a laugh and generally create a bonding atmosphere within the
company. Chaff - Idioms by The Free Dictionary If you separate the wheat from the chaff or separate the grain from the chaff, you decide which things or people in a
group are good or necessary, and which are not. The first two rounds of the contest separate the wheat from the chaff. Separate the wheat from the chaff - Idioms by
The Free ... distinguish valuable people or things from worthless ones. Chaff is the husks of corn or other seed separated out when the grain is winnowed or threshed.
The metaphorical contrast between wheat and chaff is drawn in several passages in the Bible, for example in Matthew 3:12: â€˜he will thoroughly.

Chaff Synonyms, Chaff Antonyms | Thesaurus.com Synonyms for chaff at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive
alternatives for chaff.
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